Vacant position

Front-End Developer - Remote 20h/ week
(ref. JO-220)

We are looking for a potential member of our team to provide Front-End support as needed,
and as a backup to the existing team. This would start with a 6-month collaboration at
approx. 20 hours per week, with the possibility of a long-term collaboration afterwards. This
is a fully remote position for Europe-based freelancers.
exense GmbH is a software publisher and services company, specialized in Scalable
Automation, Performance Engineering, Service Monitoring and Analytics. We are a
human-size, bootstrapped startup operating for clients based in Switzerland, France and
Germany. Our mission is to help companies operate their IT systems in a more efficient way
through our in-house built innovative and high-quality products. As an open-core company,
we are firm believers in the open-source philosophy, and we pride ourselves on being an
open-minded workplace.
Our flagship product step is a comprehensive platform for unified software automation.
Available as SaaS or on-premise, its unique approach allows the reuse of automation
artifacts across the whole DevOps lifecycle of applications. From large scale E2E
acceptance tests, load-tests to RPA and synthetic Monitoring.
Your responsibilities
As a Front-End Engineer, you will support our team with the Angular migration.
Your main tasks and responsibilities will include:
● Supporting our migration from AngularJS to Angular 13
● Supporting with the creation of Angular modules
● Debugging and fixing issues within the Angular / TS / HTML stack
Your skills & experience
We’re looking for a dynamic person with solid experience, including:
● At least 2 years of experience in Front-End development with a minimum of 1 year
using Angular
● Solid knowledge about Front-End architecture and best practices
● Proficiency with: TS, Angular, HTML, and SCSS
● Familiarities with AngularJS and GIT
● Fluent in English
Remuneration
CHF 20 - 30 / hour
Do you want to become part of the team?

Please send us your application to contact@exense.ch.
exense GmbH is an equal opportunity employer and values diversity, so all profiles will be
considered without any discrimination.

